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THE DE,CORA TIVE ART SOCIETY'S 

EXHIBITION. 

SIXTEENTH CENTURY COPR, HOOD. IN TIIE 
RtHElIIS CATHIEDRAL TREASURY. 

THE needle 
work presented 
in competition for 
the prizes offered 
by the Society of 
Decorative Art 
has been recently 
put on exhibition, 
with a number of 
pieces executed 
by the society, 
and a remarkable 
collection of loan 
embroideries. 
While the array 
is full of interest 
to the student, 
the connoisseur. 

and those who -simply desire to be entertained, the 
comnpetition is naturally the salient point. For the first 
time we get an idea of the general progress of art 
needlework outside of its recognized centres. It must 
be said at the outset that the tesult of the competition 
is disappointing, and its weakniess becomes more ap 
parent from the exhibition of the work of the society. 
As might be anticipated, the handicraft is generally 
superior to the designs and artistic effects. Confused 
ideas of distribution and form disfigure luxurious mnate 
rials, and beautiful needlework expresses only a jarring 
sense of color. It is with genuine regret one sees so 
mucn p)atlence ancd enthusiasm ex 
pended in the wrong direction. The 
principal result of the exhibition will 
be to define the limits and make evi 
dent more correct principles of dec 
oration, and this chiefly, by the soci 
ety's own wvork. 

On entering the room the eye is im 
mediately attracted by the portiere 
designed by Samuel Colman and ex 
ecuted by the society. Ihis, like all 
the works on the south wall, is not 
n the competition, but insensibly it 
serves as the standard to which other 
works of the same importance are 
immediately referred, and this be 
cause it is a remarkable example of purely decorative 
work. It is of old-gold satin, with frieze, field,.and dado, 
bordered with old-gold plush. The design is a floriated 
system of scrolls branching fr central design, which 
in the dado is a large vase. . ese are wrought out in 
pale antique-hued crewels, but a srnall interval apart in 
tone, and accented here and there with pale blue. The 
design is beautifully distributed over the surface, and 
whenever repeated the colors are varied, and the effect 
of repetition lost in the sense of a delicate and almost 
unseen balancing of color, palpitating above the sheen 
of the satin and plush. This is decorative work in a 
*sense wvhich we rarely have the pleasure of seeing. 

The portiere offered in competition by " Yualba," 
which those who hiave seen the screen referred to in the 
May number of THE ART AMATEUR cannot fail to 
recognize as Miss Townsend's work, is ailother bright 
spot in the roomn. This is a large vase of flowers on 
white satin, which balances in the upper right-hand 
half of the curtain an oblong panel of miiignonnette plush 
in the lower left-hand half. The vase is of red and 
gold brocade, filled vith a mass of red, white, and yel 
low roses and foliage embroidered in crewels, with high 
lights of silk. The drawing of these flowers is superbly 
executed, and the management of the color is charm 
ing. It is almost hypercriticism to object to the disks 
of red and pale greens of the frieze, and to the lattice 
work"of plush over gold bclow the vase, in the face of 
such undoubted merit and beauty, but in fact these give 
a patched and petty effect to an othervise noble work. 

An interesting and ingenious work is an imitation of 
old tapestry by Mrs. Hoyt, of Pelham. It is on linen, 
first stained with color, and then worked in parallel 
stitches at least two inches long. The design is a gray 
ch'iteau with two peacocks disporting on the grass, a 

Watteau group in the foreground, with foliage, and a 
sleeping babe among the branches, but whether in the 
air or on the ground is somewhat uncertain. The colors 
are admirably chosen, the figures being worked in silk to 
give lightness and effect. It is doubtful whether in 
such work the labor is worth the pains; but, like Mrs. 
Holmes's embroideries, it shows what the needle can do 
in the hands of an expert and ingenious woman. 

Several of the portieres attenmpt landscape effects 
-one of these is a group of corn, with a carefully Worked 
foreground of grasses, pumpkifns, and vines on white 
satine. The drawing and color are both good, but it is 
evident 'how unfitted such subjects are for decorative 
work. Another curtain is of dark green satine, with a 
frieze of blue satin, a contrast unpleasantly strong, and 
rendered more pronounced by a spotty decoration of 
white clematis and foliage rising from a bank of moss 
and fernis. This-bank is very ingeniously rendered with 
crewels and chenille, but is utterly out of place aTid in 
effective. A deep red portiere of satine is made very 
charming by an embroidered band with large conven 
tionalized flowers in antique shades of red, blue, and 
green silk between bands of plush. A dark blue serge 
portiere has for its decoration overhanging branches 
with leaves and golden pears; these are in applique, the 
shading admirably done in crewels. There are several 
porti6res of Canton flannel; one, an ecru ground, has 
a rustic trellis with morning-glories; the idea is good, 
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ECC'LESIASTICAL GOLD EMBROIDERY. IN THE RHEIMS CATHEDRAL TREASURY. 

but the decoration is stiff and ungraceful. A dark olive 
has a perpendicular border of autumn leaves in applique, 
a motive which seems susceptible of good treatment, 
but which is crude and cheap in this case. Unbleached 
mnuslin and sheeting are exhibited for chamber portieres, 
and offer good suggestions in light designs. Another 
admirable idea is a zigzag decoration in gold thread 
over the surface of a large portiere, wvhiclh is otherwise 
given a patchwork effect by set designs of velvet leaves 
in applique. 
Among other portieres is that done by the society 

after designs by Mr. Colman for Mrs. Cornelius Van 
derbilt-a field of blue satin with conventionalized fleurs 
de lis, a frieze with a flight of birds on salmon plush, 
and a dado of plush with disks overlying one another 
and decorated with gold thread. Another has a de 
sign of peacocks on an anmber ground-a beautiful piece 
of needlework with borders of blue plush. 

There are but few screens offered in the competition. 
One has the design thrown out by tapestry stitches of 
old-gold filoselle. Another has a decoration of holly 
hocks and other flowers. One of the society's screens 
has a sunflover design, which seems unnecessarily stiff; 
and a second is a Japanese treatrnent, on gray, blue, and 
deep mauve, of spring, summer, and autumn flowers, 
designed by Samuel Colman. 

Among, the table-covers of the competition there is a 
beautiful design from seaweeds, in which the different 
forms are finely represented in chenille and silk, with 
an admirable use of color. A gold satin scarf table 

cover has a brown satin borde'r notable fora decoration 
of oranges, in which the roughness of the skin is simu 
lated in knot-stitch. Another exhibits skilful though 

misapplied drawing of daisies in perspective. Among 
the society exhibits is a table-cloth after the style of 
Charles II., on old-gold satine, in which a tapestry 
stitch in old-gold filoselle over the surface throws out 
the pattern, which is outlined in dark red. The society 
also-displays some fine pieces of embroi(lery on red satin 
in harmonies of olive, red. blue, and yellow, and a hand 
some strip darned in silk on linen after designs by 

Wm. Morris. 
The exhibition of outline work on silk is not large. 

A light lemon Surah banner wvith cherub heads and ap 
propriate sentences, and a head outlined of Spencer's 
lovely maid, " whose modest eyes abashed before so 

many gazers," are the principal works. In linen there 
are numnerous outline designs, which are among the 
most delightful sights of the exhibition. There is a re 
finement in the sheer linen and dainty tracery which 
seems to be the very poetry of the needle. A set of 
table doylies, with fringed and drawn borders, are each 
ornamented with a flower whose lines are so delicate as 
to. appear the work of the pen. A buffet cloth of fine 
linen, ornamented with cups and saucers, teapots and 
vases, in set designs in colors, between drawn work, and 
finished with fine Smyrna lace, is one of the most nearly 
perfect works in the exhibition. Many of the designs in 
outline work are humoroujs, and all show excellent 
drawing. 

The draNvn wvork is equally beautiful, and will evi 
dently give an impetus to this kind of dlecoration. 
Many of the bureau and buffet covers are o.rnamented 

two feet deep in the most elaborate 
designs. Several napkins are cut in 
Japanese fashion at angles with lines 
of drawn WVork. Others have deep 
hems, and above them wide borders 
of drawn work in intricate designs, 
as remarkable for their exactness as 
for their beauty. 
One feature of the exhibition is the 

freedom shown in producing effects. 
A wisteria design on pongee has the 
foliage embroidered in crewels, while 
the clusters of blossoms are imitated 
in dark 6cru crepe, the color not being 
attempted in either flowers or foliage. 
A small landscaDe has been curiously 

executed on tulle over colors. There are two spirited 
dogs' heads, which only examination reveals to have 
been done with silk instead of the pen. There are also 
several landscapes after Mrs. Holmes's manner. None 
of these properly comes under the head of decorative 
work, but they are curiously interesting. 

Among the prizes offered were those also for designs 
for portieres, screens, bands, and panels. In offering 
these prizes the society hoped to receive designs which 
they could put in use in their owrn work. In this they 
have been disappointed. Very few are up to the desired 
standard, the difficulty being a just appreciation of dec 
orative limits. Two bands, however, signed "Gale," are 
admirable. They consist of conventionalized designs 
of milkweed and chrysanthemums on gold ground, both 
good in color and in form. In panels there are four 
spirited figures representing the seasons; these are 
simply in pencil. In color there is a pretty girl in blue 
holding an umbrella lined with pink. one hand gather 
ing up her draperies, and a hound'at her side. The tone 
is charming, even if the color otherwise is somewhat 
lackadaisical. Cacti and passiop-flowers serve as the 

motives of two other good designis. 
The loan collection of embroideries forms a 'separate 

department in this most interesting e'xhibition, and 
in it have been gathered the choicest specimens out of 
private collections of this city and of Boston. Mrs. 
Hollis Hunnewell, of the latter place, sends several 
pieces, two of which are from the late San Doniato sale. 
One of Mrs. Huinnewell's table-covers on orange red 
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silk, with designs of fleurs de ]s, has a double border of 
black grenadine emnbroidered in colors, which is known 
:as Venetian lace. A fine piece- of emibroidery on yel 
.low silk, owned by Mr. Marquand,' has the saine finish. 
'Two of the most beautiful embroideries are white silk 
porti6res, French work, owned by Mrs. R. M. Hunt. 
'These have vases filled with * chrysanthemums ex 
quisitely drawn and colored. Messrs. W. & J. Sloane 
exhibit a magnificent portiere in gold embroidery with 
flowers in color, and an elaborately wrought Rhodian 
band, in which the pattern, is left in the ground by em 
broidery of red silk. Among the most curious pieces 
are the Spanish bed-spreads. - One of these, owned by 
Mrs. Franklin Delano, has embroidered scenes from the 
Bible set in circles surrounded by a flower pattern with' 
a chenille border in applique. One of the oldest pieces 
in the collection, the property of Mrs. R. M. Hunt, is 
on white silk.' The ornaments are evidently older, 
having been transferred. These are angels holding 
censers and church emblems; The figures are in satin, 
the faces having been painted. The draperies are 
elaboratel'y embroidered in silks and metal, and are set 
with stonies. The.catalogue dates it from the close of 
the sixteenth century. Mr. S. S. Howland exhibits a 
curious altar front mounted as a screen, rich with gold 
and silver embroidery, and thrown out in high relief. 
Not the least interesting are the rich bath-towels, in 
which the gold embroidery mingles with softness of silk. 
Mrs. 'Abram S. Hewvitt sends a Persian priest's robe, in 
which the embroidery, in large rich patterns, is worked 
in a plum-colored ground resembling -pineapple goods. 
There are also several beautiful specimens of work on 
fine linen, and a muslin-embroidered dress.dating fron 
the Empire, and- some richly embroidered silk coats. 
One of the notable pieces of the exhibition is a silk prayer 
carpet lent by' Mr. John Taylor, Johnston. This is not 
only rich in texture, but has acquired that beautiful lus 
tre and tone which comes with age. 
The student in art-embroidery will find here a great 

deal in the way of instruction, not only in design and 
coloring, but in the effects produced by different stitches. 
In --mere workmanship there is nothing handsomer than 

the modern church embroidery exhibited in this room. 
One-of these pieces copies an angel after Fra Aiigelica, 

the work of Miss King, of this city. By Miss Faitoute 
is a violet stole, than which nothing in the exhibition is 

more beautiful. The two scenes are taken-from the life' 
of the good Samaritan. The figures are beautifully 
modelled. In one we ha've finely rendered the limpness, 
of the suffering man, and in the other the subtle model-' 
ling of the naked back and the rich disposition of the' 
folds of 'the Samaritan's robe, any one of which is a tri 
umph for the humble needle. 

MARY GAY HUMPHREYS. 

P. S.-The principal prizes wvere awarded as follows; 
for the best designs: 

Portiires or curtains: First prize, Miss C. Townsend, $500; 
second prize, Mrs. F. L. Warren, '$IOO. Screens: First prize, 
Geo. XW. Maynard, $200; second prize, Mrs. W. S. Hoyt, $5o. 
Friezes or bands: First:prize, Mrs. E. A. Carter, $I25; second 

prize, Mrs. Hasbrouck, $25. Table cover: Miss L. Guinsis 

gard, $Ioo. Outline work on silk: Miss Cora Thompson, $50. 
Outline work on linen: Miss M. L. Morris, $25. Drawn work: 

Miss E. P. Murdock, $25. Figure 'for panel: William Walton, 
$25. For the best and most artistic needlework: Miss. Black 
well, $5o. For the best color treatment of any design entered: 
" Gale, " $25 . 

MEDIzE *'AL GOLAD EMfBROiDER 1Y. 

AMIONG the treasures of the Cathedral of Rheims are 
some remzarkable pieces of embroidery, a few examples 
Of which are illustrated herewith. The chasuble is 
especially noteworthy. it is not very old, except the 
gold embroidery. This is applique upon a red satin 
ground, cut in the shape of a bell after the oldl style. 
Two sets of bands are attached to the vestment, the in 
side one to hold the chasuble on the body, and the 
other, whlich is'partly inside and partly outside, to raise 
the garment so as to let the borders hang over the arms. 
The gold emnbroidery, which shows a stem with sym 

metrical branches, in wvhich it is easy to recognize 'the 
form of the cross, is made in a very peculiar wvay. ' Upon 
a tissue of gokld thread, bordered with wreaths, is a 
scroll-work of conv entional leav es made of seed-pearls 
and gold thread, arranged in the forms of precious 
stones, a raised ground-work bringing the latter into 
high relief, an,d twistedl cords 'encircling them like 
jewel settings. 

This is one of the few examples'of' this kind'of relief 
embroidery so employed, although, dating from the 

seventeenth century, it was commonly used for produc 
ing other effects. One may see- a magnificent-example 
of this style of work in the remains of some pieces pre 
sented by Louis XIV. on the occasion of' his corona 
tion. The gold embroidery on- them, by the subtlety 
of its relief, looks more like' sculptured wood; gilded or 
silvered, than'chased metal.1 It-is composed of heavy 
golden thread, couched" orplaited, as may be neces 
sary to produce the effect desired. 

DRAPER IES OF THE UNION LEAGUE CLUB. 

THE sumptuousness of the 'Union League Club 
house is a matter of common remark. This is 
nowhere more manifest than- in- its draperies. The 
richness of stuffs -is- more appreciable by the senses 
than the' illusions of art. Mr. Lafarge's and Mr. 
Tiffany's work will pass on common grounds of ac 
ceptance, acquiesced in rather than always understood, 
the rank of the artists relieving the pressure-on the in 
dividual judgment. But there is no misapprehension 
in the mind of the most indifferent club man, though 
he be accustomed to classing all textile fabrics under 
the head of calico, as to the elegance of these lustrous 
folds which drape the windows and the doors. i To 
the more initiated, plush, velvet, and cloth of gold carry 
their own meaning. To these have been added the 
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GOLD-EMBROIDERED THIRTEENTH CENTURX CHA-' 

SUBLE. IN THE RHEIMS CATHIEDRAL TREASURY. 

latest results of the nrog-ress of art embroiclerv in this 

country.~~~~~~4'~ 
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The drapery of the adjoining hall is not so striking 
in design. The field, as befo're, is-'cloth of gold.~''The 

border above and below of blue plush is cut out in lat 
tice-work over the gold cloth beneath,making a charm 
ing. frame to-WIe inclosed work. 
This is a Japanese design of cranes among wild rice, 

and differs in the two parts. of the drapery, a differ 
ence, however, which scarcely appears, the balancing of 
the two parts being so perfectlv carried out. The (le 
sign in each is heavier and higher in the centre of the 
field; this is effected bv the different bending of the 
slender stalks of the wild rice, in itself a very clever 
performance. The colors here are the olives of the 
foliage and the white and grays of the cranes, which 
are done in silks, with the gold of the ground and blue 
of the. border, all beautifully harmonizing with the deli 
cate.tints which belong to the hall decoration. 

Leading from -the large dining-room are three smaller 
rooms fronting the south. The curtains which mitigate 
the flood of light that pours into these rooms are of an 
old-gold Turcoman cloth, a soft, rough fibrous fabric, 
draping admirably. The only decoration which these 
have received is a lengthwise border made with small. 
disks' of salmon of the same material, carried the one to 
the other by slender lines of the color. That want of 
unity which appears in various-, parts of the Union 

League Club house decoration is manifest here, as also 
in the alcove dining-room, where'the draperies and the 

wall decoration seem to have nothing specially in com 
mon. In these rooms the wall is. a, treatment of red in 

waving 'lines on the plaster, and the ceiling is in 
stamped -leather paper, blues and 'greens, the colors 
of the rooms being all dark and rich, and the draperies 
by no means -related to them. This is not a question 
of the separate merits of either, but of their propin 
quity. And the discordance is due to the fact that the 
decoratid'ns are the work of two distinct houses. 

The same Turcomran cloth drapes the 'doors of the 
art gallery, whose walls are hung-in a canton flannel of 

the same hue. These are-treated very simply, but very 
beautifully, in Japanese decoration ' applied in olive 
plush. - That on the: doors' leading into the theatre is 
confined to the corners, -and- appears in interlacing 
bands. The drapery separating the hall is ornamented 
with' rings in twos -and threes; differently disposed- and 
occasionally varied with sections of yellow rays.. -The 
fringe of this drapery, which consists of ornamental 
figures "of 'plush applique 'from which depend tassels 
of the same color,.makes an appropriate finish to one of 

the most art'istic hangings of the house. 
The most agreeable effects in color' are those- of the 

draperies of the library, which are quiet, rich, and har 
monious throughout. The door draperies-consist of 
a.-magnificent field *of olive brocaded' velvet, with- an 
embossed band of Venetian red velvet below, inclosed 
in bands of olive plush, with a deep fall of blue plush. 

These olives, reds, blues,- and a' green of corresponding 
hue, such as are found in the paintings'- of. the old 
Venetians, furnish the colors for- the upholstery in the 
different alcoves, and notably in two magnificent chairs 
by the fireplace designed expressly for the club. These 
agreeable bits of color throughout the room and against 
the dark rich cherry panelling of the bookcases, with 
the olive plush hangings of the windows,-whose only 
other color-is in the .bands of -fruit across the tops, make 
the library at once the' most varied and interesting and 
restful of all these luxurious apartments. 

A word must be said'-of the charmning little reception 
room- on the entrance floor. The ceiling is covered 
with large disks whose sections are filled- with almost 
impalpable bits of 'color. The walls are. gold, and 
heavy foids of gold brocade drape the doors and win 
dow and keep all this mass of gold on every side in cool 
deep shadow, an effect which words can but feebly 
interpret.--. 

PERFORA4 TED DESIGNS FOR TRANSFERRING. 

THE frequent demand at the fancy-goods stores for 
perforated tracings of art needlework designs appear 
ing in THE ART AMATEUR has induced the publisher 
to make'special'arrangements for supplying the readers 
of thiis magazine direct, at a' low price, wtith what they 
need in this' way. He will furnish any pattern, perfo 
rated on tough white' paper, ready for'transferring to the 
working material, for seventy-five cents if the design is 
not much larger'than a 'single page of the supplement, 
or for one' dollar and a half if ithe design is not much 
larger than a double'page'of the supplemlent. Perfora 
tions of the double-page' needlework' design in the pres 
e'nt' number, 'about' twenty-four inches' long, are readyr. 
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